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Allowing physical-energetic movements/animals 
 
Talking about Whole-Bodily ‘Confession’ or rather let’s say ‘Surrender’, my own 

Process continued intensely in the meantime. In spite of my connection with Sri Sri who 
worked with a lot of rules, regimens, things to do and to absolutely not do – which, in 
principle, I respected, but didn’t take to be True – I felt simultaneously very free – and also 
very motivated – to Allow everything Needed for the Process, everything that It Wanted and 
not me. Adi Da’s book, the autobiography, was an extra inspiration in this respect, a great and 
welcome mirror to my own freedom, a very strong addition to and enhancement of the Force 
as It already manifested through ‘me’: just go where you have to go, be where you have to be, 
Allow what needs to be Allowed, See what needs to be Seen. This Basic Freedom – Which is 
Needed for an Authentic Realization of Truth and Which is, of course, not at all the same as 
the freedom of Ego to go there where it wants to at any moment it feels like – expressed itself 
best, most obviously, in the Bodily Process that ‘I’ began to Allow intensely. This was 
certainly not inspired by Adi Da or any other master or by anyone. Although they didn’t say 
so – since it seemed not to be a Subject of Importance to them or, often, not a subject at all – 
masters didn’t consider the Body (an important) Part of the Process. Without them saying so, 
and without even knowing, they were ‘against the Body’. In general, the focus was on 
Realization, on Consciousness. In other words, the focus was on Man, not on Woman. But I 
was not into (developing) a ‘flying Consciousness’ looking down at Woman’s world. 

Or, as it was often the case as well, it was the other way round, the focus being on 
Energy (Woman), instead of on Consciousness – Energy that is, possibly and probably, 
‘supported’ by (or even overshadowed by) regimens. I also wasn’t into feeling better for its 
own sake, feeling more powerful or even having a sense of oneness through Energy. I could 
be tempted to say that Consciousness is of a Deeper Quality than Energy, which is So, but 
what was Consciousness without Energy? Anyway, in both cases I didn’t feel the Body was 
really addressed. Its great value was not acknowledged: its value as ‘the place’ where Truth 
and Lie Manifest Their Fight, where whatever form of Pain was normal to be felt, always, 
constantly, as an indication of the reality of this Fight and the state of affairs at any particular 
moment. I Knew the Body and its Inherent Painfulness was not something to be Overcome, 
whether by going away from it into Consciousness or by improving it via manipulation of 
Energy. It was a Live Mirror. It was Life Itself. 

The Oneness of Body and Consciousness was greatly overlooked. Being busy with 
Energy was not the same as Being in and as the Body, not the same as Understanding and 
Accepting and Surrendering (one’s Resistance) (in)to the Fact that the True Human Process 
Happens on a Bodily Level, even if it is Consciousness ‘Who’ Does the Work as Body. 
Consciousness may be Aware of Pain and whatever, it is the (Conscious) Body Who has to 
Feel it, to Actually Live it, or else Consciousness cannot Manifest in the world of form, on 
earth, as Itself. ‘Body’ was – and not totally unjustly – associated with suffering, with Pain. 
The greater part of the Western spirituality had taken and still takes this attitude over from the 
Eastern spirituality, which leans on realizations of the past that were never Whole. The Body 
with its strong earthly tendencies is considered to be something, form, that needs to be 
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Overcome, indeed – in favour of subtler feelings, energies or of Something Beyond those. It 
was the same box: people’s deeply rooted resistance to (Feel) Pain and their aversion to 
‘Body’. 

I didn’t have this resistance. I had always been very physical, feeling bodily what 
others were not aware of, even if, paradoxically, I was not so much aware of this Feeling-
Consciousness (yet) and even if also I was deluded by ‘mind’. For me, therefore, it was 
natural that my Process of inner development had not only started with things like emotional 
bodywork and breathing workshops like rebirthing but that also, later in the Process, in a now 
more advanced stage and depth, when Consciousness Itself was rapidly developing through 
‘me’, the Body still played an important and integral, indispensable part in the Process. And 
by this I don’t mean that in Vipassana – which I had come to practice intensely for that last 
year – next to sitting meditation one practices also walking meditation. I was not against 
walking meditation, but this form of physicality was peanuts relative to the relevance of the 
Body in the Whole Process of inner development. 

Yet, attending physical-energetic workshops was no longer True. I was somewhere 
else now, at a deeper place. The people attending these workshops were almost from another 
world, busy with themselves as they were – and I don’t mean this in a judgemental sense. 
They were busy with their own individual development, trying to get the best for themselves, 
far from the Body as they were. The last (tantra) workshop I had gone to, had shown this so 
well, this difference between where I was and where (by far the most) other people were; the 
(lifelong) difference between ‘me’ and ‘the others’ became finally manifested, undeniable, so 
very Obviously, tangibly, I could touch it, Feel it everywhere, Consciously now, Openly. And 
by that difference I don’t mean at all an ego thinking it is different from other egos and 
having mixed feelings about it: liking to be special and feeling some form of pain or 
loneliness that it seems not to be like ‘the others’. This was boring, an endless repetition of 
the drama of Ego, and most people felt like this indeed. No, this basic feeling of being 
different had rather to do with the fact that I, as the whole constellation as manifested here, 
was Deeply Driven by the Heart and not and never had been driven basically by Ego, by ‘self’ 
– notwithstanding, for instance, the fact that I could fight like a lion when I was practicing 
some form of sports in the past. As I have said earlier – and despite the development of 
sexuality in this Body at the age of 18 – I didn’t want a girl or woman for myself, I merely 
Responded to a Deeper Nature, a Deeper Call, to a Delicate Intelligence. 

Speaking still about attending the physical-energetic workshops earlier, there was no 
sense in continuing with expressing emotions either. It had been good at the time, good to 
become totally, Radically, Free in this respect, so that in real life – certainly and above all in a 
relationship with a lover, a woman – emotions could be ‘used’, or rather allowed, any time 
this was appropriate. This Freedom was of utter importance in the Process of Man and 
Woman. A man who is still struggling with ‘his’ emotions simply cannot (yet) Take the Role 
of Man in the Relationship with the Other Sex. He’ll be an easy prey of manipulation. 
Generally, Man must be Free regarding every possible form that a relationship with Woman 
can take, including emotions indeed – a hell of a job in itself, to become that Free. 
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No, I had to go deeper now, into Bodily Processes, into the Level of Physicality, into 
Truth as Body. I had reached a point where there was no guidance any longer – if there ever 
had been – simply because there were no guides, since no one Knew. Everybody stopped 
somewhere. Also the people who seemed to include the Body in the process stopped at some 
point, if they had started at all. For example in the workshops that I had previously attended 
and in which energetic release was central – although for my Process very good, as I said – I 
had not found ‘Me’ either, no Me as the Whole, no Recognition that it was really True, 
Whole, what we were doing there – doing indeed. I hadn’t found that people had let this 
release Happen in, as Part of, the Heart. To put it in a slightly oversimplified manner one 
could say that there was ‘just’ energetic release and afterwards people felt better. Intentions, 
self-centred or seemingly not, don’t make a Heart though; they cannot reach the Truth. 
Paradoxically enough, in the body oriented workshops I didn’t find that the Body was really 
Included. It was still the mind who – or rather ‘that’ – ruled the show, the mind that ordered 
the body to do this or allow that. There was no Surrender, not of the Body, not to the Body 
nor to the Heart – which is in the End the Same. There were guides who took the position of 
the ones who were supposed to know and others who tried and liked to believe that and 
followed instructions on how the body should be released of its superficial and even deeper 
hidden contractions. But there was no Real Release without the Heart. The body was not a 
thing, not an energetic-physical form with stuck emotions that could be manipulated, ordered 
to release. It was an Integral Part of the Heart. The Body was Intelligence as the Heart. If 
something happened in the Heart, something happened, manifested in (and even as) the body; 
there was no difference. Only on that Heart-Level Beyond levels True Release could Happen. 
Only There ‘release’ had no value of its own any longer, was not an attraction any longer. It 
was an Inner Necessity. 

All was fair, people had to do what they should do, but stopping at some point and not 
including something was not my style anyway, nor was commanding, nor was manipulating. 
There would be no stopping here, no exclusion, no manipulation, until the Whole Truth was 
Known – Which could, if only from a logical perspective, only Include the (Whole) Body – 
no stop or break nor parking somewhere until the Body Had Become the Place of Truth. 

So, necessarily, I had to Do it alone from now on. I was, almost to my surprise, unlike 
all of the people I had met so far – and related to the fact that I did not identify with the body, 
without separating from it, on the contrary – not afraid of physical suffering nor did I resist 
physical-energetic discomfort of whatever intensity. For a life in Truth, this disposition was 
indispensable, because the Body was always, without a break ever, confronted with ‘Lie’, 
which actually hurt in the Body. We were not in the movies. We were not living a fairy tale. 
In Truth one Needed to Feel the Lie in a physical way. ‘Truth and Lie’ was not a game that 
could be cleanly, sterilely discussed, with or without some fire or emotions. The cheap 
painless Truth was no Truth. I could not believe the spiritual literature I had read recently nor 
the masters who said so easily that the body was ‘just a vehicle’. I was not into this splitting. 
If Truth existed – and of course It did, It Being the Same as Reality Itself – then the Body had 
to be Integral Part of That. 
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The fact that I had to Do it alone was no problem. The natural divine wisdom of the 
Body Itself – yes, the Body Was the Divine – was the best teacher anyway. One ‘only’ needed 
to Trust the Inner Knowing that the Body was the One Who Knew. For that, one needed to 
(learn, again, to) stand firmly ‘opposite’ society, opposite ‘mind’ – which is the same – that 
pervades people with the idea that the body is stupid and that only the mind can be and should 
be trusted. According to the conventional, dominant perspective, it should even be so that the 
self-proclaimed clever mind should repair the ‘stupid’ Body, that stupid thing, in case the 
thing was damaged and not functioning properly according to the mind’s definitions, 
standards and judgements. 

What I ‘did’ – allowed – in this period was based on Radical Trust, Trust in and as the 
Body – and radical distrust of people(’s mind), including myself, my ‘own’ mind which was 
not mine anyway. Never before had I allowed this radicalness. Always, again and again, the 
mind was allowed to somewhere, at some point, interfere or at least stand by, be on its guard. 
Now the guard had been kicked out, radically.  

I had quite some sessions – alone now, and without paying enormous amounts of 
money for it – for which I went to lie on my bed, or spontaneous instantaneous sessions, in 
which I allowed all physical-energetic movements to happen, to unfold, to be, exactly how 
they wanted to by themselves, by Itself. They had to happen nakedly, naturally. These 
tendencies, movements, directions of the Body were always there, in everyone, but usually 
they were repressed or only partially allowed – except for whole-bodily expressions of anger 
(shouting), grief (crying), uncontrollable laughter and, possibly, sexuality. The expression and 
following of physical-energetic tendencies did in principle not have to be dependent on outer 
circumstances, however, on direct causes that evoke the Body to express itself and, thus, 
subsequently, relax – as long as that relaxation would last. In itself it seemed very well, such 
expressions of people, but the ‘danger’ was that ‘too much’ focus and attention, too much 
consciousness, went to the outer circumstance, to the trigger. Usually, or always, the attention 
was not kept within. That way the Inner Consciousness could not expand so easily if at all. 
The Body was usually rather the unconscious arena where the event of consciousness took 
place. Consciousness and Unconsciousness – Formless and Form – were not One, then. 

If one Felt Deeper into Reality, into the Body, one could Feel, by the way, that – 
release or not – there was never a real relaxation. It was not only ‘my’ specific Body that was 
(and is) always in a war, that was (and is) a battlefield of Fighting, Opposing Forces, every 
Body had (and has) this, if only they could, dare to Allow themselves to Feel Reality as It Is, 
just as close-by as is possible, in one’s ‘own’ Body. For ‘my’ Body it was much more obvious 
that there was no position for the Body in which it could rest. The War, the War of Duality, 
rages on and on without a break. Every second, including during ‘normal’ meetings and 
conversations with people, my Body would move in all (even opposing) directions and make 
‘strange’ spontaneous sounds, if they were allowed. 

One of my questions to ‘the Master’ was, in fact, about these spontaneous and always 
present physical-energetic movements in the Body – for instance I felt my Body had the 
inherent tendency to go into a sort of embryo posture if I didn’t control the Body, a quite 
uncomfortable position. But I swallowed my question, since I sensed somewhere that Sri Sri 
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was not into such Bodily things, movements, patterns, tendencies – not at all, as a matter of 
fact. Generally, masters seemed not to be there to support the (Selfless) way of the pupil, but 
to offer a way, their way, that might be of value to him or her. In the best case – if this would 
have existed in the world’s variation – the Master should be or is a (perfect) Mirror in which 
the student can See his or her ‘own’ ego (including the bodily form and patterns that the Ego 
takes) and, if Dog wants, Surrender it. The Mirror addresses every seemingly individual way 
of everyone. It takes (over) every possible – ‘individual’ – form that is ‘necessary’, or rather: 
that is real (but hidden, not manifested in the student). 

My Body went, by Itself, in all sorts of positions, on the bed and on the floor. Not 
surprisingly when movements were so freely allowed, also sounds came out spontaneously, 
animal-like sounds. Although the Body was releasing itself from contraction that had been 
unconscious so far, it was certainly not always comfortable, to say the least. As a matter of 
fact, both sides of the coin could almost constantly be experienced, felt: pain, discomfort, as 
well as the joy of release. The latter was a deeper feeling, often more present in the 
background. Almost every session, if not every session of Allowing the Divine – for That was 
what it was – Allowing It to take exactly the forms It Wanted Beyond any form of ‘me’, of 
ego, of control, sexuality sooner or later got involved and to whatever degree of intensity. 
Indeed, in principle, in a thorough release, the Whole Body is involved, all the chakras are 
involved, all the planes or spheres of life. There was, of course, no life-inherent reason to 
avoid the 2nd plane, the sexual one. Yet, when the entire Body was squirming, bathing in 
sexuality, it was not allowed to give the sexuality a helping hand, literally. Regularly, in the 
process of Whole-Bodily Following, in the Body’s release, an erection arose. But I was not 
Allowed to touch it, not other than a possible spontaneous touch during the physical 
movements. Sometimes, more or less, the copulation movement took form and ‘I’ Allowed 
things to take their own course – provided that there was no ‘help’ indeed. The Body Needed 
to ‘Do’ everything by Itself, and Be thus Totally Restored, Restored to Life, Taken Back into 
the Divine One. The Divine didn’t need to be helped, certainly not by my hand. A few times 
this Radical Allowing resulted in an ejaculation of sperm. This was no problem, nor a great 
event – although quite nice in itself, to let totally go as an animal without any considerations, 
without mind. It was just so. 

Generally, many of the sessions seemed to be happening in an overall sexual sphere 
but this was from the ‘normal’, separative, perspective in which sexuality was secluded from 
life and put in private box, named ‘sex’. Being so much in the mind, people were, usually in a 
repressed way, obsessed with sex. Sexuality was not naturally constantly living (in) the whole 
Body as an integral part of it. People’s bodies were so contracted that suddenly, again and 
again, sex popped up, as a possible but separate activity. 

In my sessions I let sexuality reintegrate into its natural place in the Whole (happening 
of the) Body, giving it back its natural place instead of it being something great, something 
special, outstanding, exclusive, exciting. This was the finishing process in that respect, after 
the wet dream had happened earlier related to having met Sri Sri for the second time in 
February. 
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I was anyway happy to have been late with sex in my life, to not be fucked by it. At 
first ‘I’ myself had kept as far away from it as possible. Later women had unconsciously 
‘protected’ me by avoiding going into a sexual relationship with me. (A) Man must be Strong 
to be able to handle sex with (a) Woman. Sex was not just about pleasure, the promise of 
union or reproduction. A transmission, exchange, between Man and Woman happens during 
the sexual act and certainly also – even more or more obvious at least – afterwards when man 
and woman are lying together still or sleeping next to each other, possibly ‘even’ touching 
each other’s body during sleep. Man must be Ready to Be(come) aware of the unFelt Pain, of 
Unconsciousnes that is naturally transmitted. If not, if He fails in this Respect, He becomes 
(very much) Feminized and/or weakened, depending on His constellation. Or – the strategy of 
men who still have to pretend they are sturdy and male – He ‘has to’ avoid  (true or any form 
of deeper Contact with) Her as much as possible and just go for ‘quickies’, if need be. 
Anyway, viewed from a deeper perspective, the ‘ideal’ situation would be that Man 
consciously feels the moment when the transmission from Woman to Man is enough, for 
now, and when He needs some space again, Space for Man to be Able to Transcend the 
transmitted unconscious forms (‘and’ even ‘Formness’ (or Woman) Itself) into 
Consciousness, into Himself. There is a time for Woman and there is a time for Man. So 
many men got fucked by sex, instead of (Consciously) ‘Fucking’ sex. 

Allowing all the tendencies and movements of the body, also grumbling sounds and 
the like came out and, without controlling judging mind, I felt often like a Conscious Animal 
– not saying by this that animals are not conscious; they are, of course. In fact, in stages 
animals came through me and I could feel and be them, from within. I was conscious in the 
way they were, was their (level or sphere of) consciousness. Just like when I had attuned to 
the masters and had spontaneously become them – or when Jesus had become ‘Me’ – I 
became certain animals. They came through, by themselves, I didn’t choose them, I didn’t 
have favourites that I wanted to explore from within. I was not busy with shamanism. 

In fact, ‘my’ Body went through the whole evolution, albeit rather summarized by a 
few animals that represented a whole group and stage of development. When, indeed, the 
natural tendency to go into an embryo position had been thoroughly allowed, from there ‘the 
fish’ came through. I was a – or the – fish. As I didn’t control anything my mouth started to 
open and close in the typical way fish ‘did’. Blub… blub… blub… My eyes were looking like 
a fish looked, a bit glazy, innocent, uninterested in a way, just being, but there was certainly a 
presence of consciousness. 

Then, another day, skipping the amphibian if I remember well, it went on with the 
reptile. The snake came through and became ‘Me’. He became the snake. I Felt totally like a 
snake. I Was (the) snake. My eyes got a more present character, but cold and something like 
what we would call ‘mean’ – or very attentive, if you please – ready to catch a prey. My 
mouth opened and allowed the tongue to come out. The snake hissed through ‘me’. 

Again on another day ‘I’, my eyes, became more fiery. The lion came through. And 
He became the lion. It seems ‘I’ was not supposed to follow the evolution on the track that 
lead to the birds. ‘I’ might have ended there and I was meant to become (a) Human. Well, the 
lion-form didn’t evolve into the human species either. But it was not up to me which animals 
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came through. Anyway, ‘I’ had landed in the world of the mammal now. The lion felt better, 
more familiar – although I couldn’t say that the fish and the snake were unfamiliar any longer 
now that they had taken me. The lion was very present. The power of the lion was something 
I recognized I had always had – even when, on the face of it, it didn’t seem to manifest (so 
strongly as it could, in principle), at least not in a more obvious lion-like form, energetically 
or anyhow. However, what I called being Consciously Present in the (Female) world of 
Energy, Embodying a Conscious Energetic Presence, including the flexible and unexpectedly 
big power that this required and that was sometimes shown, displayed in the Process, was not 
far from the state of the lion. I could seemingly be calm, seemingly rest, seemingly taking all 
sorts of torture without resistance, but I was concentrated and suddenly I would attack, in 
return, kill the Lie with One Strike – or at least show My Primacy, put the Ego in the place 
where it belongs. To Function as Truth in this world, the Lion seemed indispensible. 

Eventually, the ape came through – the chimpanzee or the bonobo. Although, next to 
other characteristics, the behaviour of those two apes is different, their difference was not 
relevant for the current Process. The becoming of the ape was somewhat less strong and 
obvious than the fish, the snake and the lion, although strong enough to have no 
misunderstanding about it what was going on, ‘who’ I was. That it was less pronounced had 
to do with the fact that there was not so much difference with how I usually experienced 
‘myself’. If there was a difference it was in the first place that in ‘me’ mind was more active 
than in the ape. The ape showed an almost clear or pure consciousness, presence without ado. 
There was no tendency to act strangely, funnily, which is something the ape is often 
associated with somehow. The consciousness of the ape had a depth that I didn’t by far see in 
most people. 

By allowing the animals ‘I’ had to redo, in a short summary way, the evolution of life 
on earth – but now Consciously, and this difference was of major importance. Through the 
Radical Allowing of ‘Life’ – of which the coming through of the consecutive animals was an 
integral part – ‘my’ Body became reorganized to a certain extent and adjusted to (real) life on 
earth. I was supposed to Embody Life on earth, but as (Part of) Consciousness. Every human 
body carried life on earth and its evolution in it, only not Consciously. That a scientifically or 
spiritually oriented mind knew about this inner storage – and, in itself, this was not common 
knowledge – was far from enough. This knowledge had to be Felt Directly, Actually Lived, 
from Within – not separate from the Body. I was not born to be an outsider. 

And I Saw that it was not for nothing that this had to happen in a male Body. Man – 
Man’s Consciousness – was Needed in Woman’s world of form, which carried, indeed, the 
whole evolution of ‘form’ into complex organisms. It was Man – albeit only if He was not in 
any way separate from Woman – who could Show the True Source of the human being, not 
(the from Life separate science in the world of) Woman. Woman Represents life as form, Man 
Life as It Is. Man is the First Principle. He Sees and Shows – again, not without Woman, the 
Second Principle Which is Integral Part of Him. 

In between all the animals I had to go to the conservatory. In fact I led a double life: 
the Real Life, the Process, the Conscious Animal, and on the other hand the form, society, the 
mind, trying to act as how a human being was supposed to according to the mind with its 
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norms. I could also say: I Lived the Conscious Animal Which was Man – there was no 
difference for me in the end – and I also lived the way how we are taught to live by Society 
(in my case in that period, and luckily, producing relatively nice (musical) forms) Which was 
Woman. Nature and ‘Anti-Nature’. Although ‘form’ was (part of) nature, it had – and in the 
human form this was even enhanced ever since it saw itself mirrored in the water – the 
inherent tendency to make itself more important than its Original Deeper Nature, the 
Formless (Man); and then, if it succeeded, as usual, it started to function as what might be 
called ‘anti-nature’. In supporting (merely or mainly, and secretly or overtly) itself, it became 
destructive, including destructive for itself paradoxically enough. In an Overview and 
Surrender to the Principles of the Primary Male Formless Force and the Secondary Female 
Form-Force this destruction of ‘nature’ would, in principle not happen, or at least not on the 
large scale in which it happens nowadays. I could also say that if Man finally managed to 
Overcome ‘His’ Separation from Woman – as a Reflection of Woman’s Separation from Man 
that He has not yet Felt in His Heart as Such, as Inherently Painful – this Killing of  ‘nature’ 
would not rule as much as it does now. 

Letting the Body Be Completely Free without any form of the usual straitjacket was a 
more than interesting experiment. What’s more, it was not an experiment. It was Life Itself. 
First, in a human’s life, the Body and Consciousness – the Form and the Formless – seemed 
separate. Then Consciousness develops on earth. And eventually Consciousness Takes the 
Body (Back) and they (Re)Integrate. Consciousness Includes what seemed to be 
Unconsciousness. The Light Absorbs, Unites with the Dark. Man Takes Woman in His Heart 
– Consciously this time, and not before having Felt everything about Woman’s (Painful) 
Resistance in Letting This Happen. Recognizing, Determining, Acknowledging, Accepting, 
the animals – the evolution of living Form – in and as ‘my’ Male Body had appeared to be an 
important and even indispensable Part of Getting to Know ‘Woman’ from Within, ‘Woman’ 
in the broadest sense of and beyond the word: not as a woman, but as What She Represents as 
One of the Two Forces of the Universe, the Form-Force, Unconsciousness. Or, in other 
words, Following the Development of Consciousness through various, consecutive forms was 
Part of Getting to Know Man, but now Man in and as the Form, that is. 

My Male Body had to make the Form Conscious – and my Body Could Do This since 
‘it’ was not Deluded by Form. It Always Knew it was (a) Heart, a perceivable Form of Heart 
– without using this word as such. This Awareness, this constellation, made ‘my’ Male Body 
highly suitable to Meet Woman, to Meet and Go into the Other Side, to Make Her, to Make 
Form (or: Unconsciousness) Conscious, to Unify Formless and Form. 

Letting Completely Go of the Body had an interesting effect that was paradoxical. 
(Finally) Including the Whole Body, Wholly Including Form (or: Woman) meant the End of 
Form secretly ruling (on earth) over the Formless, Woman over Man – the ruling of which 
was something (Obvious) that, at first surprisingly, nobody wanted to See and Acknowledge 
in the (Female) games that man- and woman-forms use to play with one another, the rules of 
the games being dictated by Woman. Totally Becoming Body and Only This meant, 
eventually, having (Total) Clarity on the Natural Order of things, of nature itself. 
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Consciousness Needed to Go into the Flesh for having Eyes on Earth. Only by complete 
Surrender (in)to the Body, (in)to what seemed to be Form, this was Possible. 

So no, I was not regressing, not going backward in development, not becoming more 
Unconscious again, by Going into the Body, by Allowing It so Radically. On the contrary, it 
was the Final Stab, the Kiss of Death to the mind that by its nature Wanted to – or Had to – 
divide, separate, Body from Consciousness, Woman from Man and so forth, the (inherently 
dual) mind that kept people unconscious (and therefore also in the grip of suffering) instead of 
bringing what it secretly promised all the time: (Liberating) Consciousness. The Body seemed 
to be the beginning and – or but – it turned out to Be the End. 

Allowing the Body was a matter of (advanced) Intelligence. The (Human) Body was 
the seeming Form in which the Intelligence of the Universe was Stored. By not resisting the 
(inherent) Painfulness of ‘Body’ but by Consciously Feeling it – wholly, whatever form of 
Pain it manifested as itself – this (Whole or Holistic) Consciousness was Released into a 
Consciousness Based in the Earth, rooted in the Human Body. 

Instead of a Universal Intelligence reaching man’s brains from above now and then, 
the Human Body Itself had now Become (or: Appeared to Be) this Universal Intelligence. It 
had Become the Source Radiating Intelligence. This Intelligence was not restricted to the 
brains. True, the brains might be situated in the 6th chakra – and the 6th is the plane of 
Consciousness – yet the brains, nor the 6th chakra in general, were not the Centre of 
Intelligence. Consciousness was not so Intelligent as it seemed to be, not if it did not Include 
Unconsciousness, the Form. No, the Centre of Intelligence was the Very Heart Itself, the One 
as Two. And the Heart’s ‘counterpart’ or ‘Starting point’ in the Human Body was the chest 
area, with its left Heart (where the physical Heart was located), the middle Heart and the right 
Heart, respectively representing a deeper ‘form’ of Life. Although the Heart could of course 
not be reduced to a matter of ‘location’, it was not for nothing either that the Heart – on 
physical-energetic level – was in the Centre of High and Low, Light and Dark, and Radiating 
to and Including Both Sides, Up and Down. 


